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                    Abstract
In this essay, we propose that Peirce’s Existential Graphs can derive the desired uniqueness implication (or in a weaker claim, the definite description readings) of donkey pronouns in conjunctive discourse (A man walks in the park. He whistles), without postulating a separate category of E-type pronouns.
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                    Notes
	Other main approaches include game-theoretical semantics (Hintikka and Kulas 1985), in-scope binding (Barker and Shan 2008).


	The arguments for interpreting donkey pronouns as definite descriptions (and therefore involving uniqueness if definite descriptions carry this feature) are standard in the literature, particularly for donkey anaphora involving conjunctive discourse (Evans 1977; Sells 1985; Kadmon 1990; Dorrepaal 1993, among others). Few people argue against the uniqueness implication in intersentential donkey anaphora, and for those who argue against uniqueness in classical donkey anaphora (relatives and conditionals), the uniqueness in intersentential anaphora is also admitted. For example, Chierchia (1995, p. 19) states that there appear to be no systematic uniqueness presuppositions in donkey sentences, perhaps the only case in which such uniqueness presupposition seems to be systematically present are coordinated narrative sequences. Moltmann (2006) admits that the possibility of uniqueness not being satisfied is obvious in the case of relative clauses and conditionals, but less obvious in the case of conjunctions.
The only exception seems to be Heim (1982). Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that Heim did not question the assumption that certain anaphoric pronouns mean the same thing as certain definite descriptions; she only questions the assumption that definite descriptions are to be analyzed as involving uniqueness implication. My paper is aimed at deriving the definite description readings of some anaphoric pronouns, and whether definite descriptions have uniqueness implication (either entailed or presupposed) is actually a different matter. In this paper I adopt the Russellian view. And if definite descriptions are shown to have no uniqueness implication at all but some conversational implicature or familiarity (like Szabó 2000), our thesis shall not be affected fundamentally.


	This problem in a different guise is also faced by E-type theory (Evans 1977). Though in this theory donkey pronouns are interpreted as definite descriptions, the question of why they get interpreted as such has never been answered completely. One of the aims of this work is to answer this question.


	EG represents the whole edifice of Peirce’s philosophical and logical thoughts, invariably its complexity and profoundness are far more than what this paper can do justice to. For a comprehensive understanding of EG and its philosophical significance, interested readers can consult Peirce’s own writings on Existential Graphs (CP 4.372–584 in Collected Papers Vol 4; Peirce’s tutorial on existential graphs MS 514 with commentary by John Sowa; the 1906 Monist paper, also in CP 4.530–572), monographs on EG (Zeman 1964; Roberts 1973; Shin 2002; Pietarinen 2006b; among others).


	Citations to Peirce’s writings follow the usual practice in Peircean scholarship: CP 4.394 means Collected Papers Volume 4 paragraph 394, and MS 514 means manuscript number 514.


	We use squares to represent SAs and rounded squares to represent cuts. If unnecessary, we may drop the square for SA, but remember it is always the SA on which the graph-instances are scribed.


	Peirce’s Graphs are variable-free. Following Burch ’s (1997) and Hammer ’s (1998) semantics of EG, we allow variables in this system, mostly for the sake of exposition.


	Of course, we need an algorithm to map syntactic structures to EGs, much like Kamp and Reyle ’s (1993) construction rules mapping syntactic structures into DRSs. In this algorithm, some top–down and left–right conventions have to be posited.


	In his 1905 MS 430, Peirce proposed that Graph 9 entails Graph 8 by means of some transformation rules. We will return to these rules later in this section.


	This condition of scope may shed light on the restricted scope of universal quantifier like every and the relatively free scope of existential quantifier like a/some (Fodor and Sag 1982). According to this definition of scope, the scope of universal quantifiers is always limited because they must be represented as a LI within a scroll. Consequently, their scope is confined to that scroll. On the other hand, nothing prevents the line for existential quantifier from occurring at any location on a SA. This is because existential quantifiers in natural language are represented as lines of identities which may be either enclosed or unenclosed (CP 4.567). Then, in an ambiguous sentence like A man loves every woman, it is the existential quantifier that ‘moves’, not the universal quantifier. This is an important issue that cannot be pursued in this article.


	This condition looks much looser than the classical c-command condition for quantificational binding. It should be properly restricted to exclude some wild overgeneration (like crossover effects). However, for the present article, this condition is adequate.


	We will use shading for the oddly-enclosed areas.


	The Line Linking Condition can join two lines into one, regardless whether they are in positive or negative areas. This application is different from the rule of insertion, which only applies in a negative area.


	Peirce has another rule, called The Rule of Assertion. “Any graph well-understood to be true may be scribed unenclosed...This rule is to be understood as permitting the explicit assertion of three classes of propositions; first, those that are involved in the conventions of this system of existential graphs; secondly, any propositions known to be true but which may not have been thought of as pertinent when the graph was first scribed or as pertinent in the way in which it is now seen to be pertinent (that is to say, premisses may be added if they are acknowledged to be true); thirdly, any propositions which the scription of the graph renders true or shows to be true.” (CP 4.507) In our case, it scribes the second class of propositions.


	Though Peirce did not discuss donkey sentences in his writings, he did discuss some more complex donkey-like sentences, possibly may be called as benefactress sentences (in MS 430, A-V. Pietarinen, personal communication). These sentences are rather complex.
(i) There is a benefactress of everybody whom anybody she has not rejected must love.
(ii) Everybody has some benefactress who rejects everybody that does not love her.
(iii) Anybody has either been rejected by somebody or loves some benefactress of himself.
(iv) Somebody rejects everybody that does not love some benefactress of him.

Peirce (1906, CP 4.546) also discussed some other sentences of the following type, which is dubbed as ‘Peirce’s Puzzle’ and which has caused some discussions in formal semantics, see Dekker (2001) and references cited there.
(v) There is some married woman who will commit suicide in case her husband fails in business.
(vi) There is some married woman who will commit suicide if every married man fails in business.


	The assumptions made in EG-account are quite standard, without any radical departures from classical semantics: there is nothing peculiar with the indefinite (DRT), it is just an existential quantifier; there is nothing peculiar with the pronoun (E-type), it is just a variable; and there is nothing peculiar with conjunction (DPL), it is just a truth conditional operator. Then something must be peculiar. In Existential Graphs, the peculiar thing is the importing and exporting of information into and out of the contexts in the form of five transformation rules, which are standard natural deductive system.


	We suggest that the, like he, also introduces a line of identity in EG with a loose end to be linked to another fully-attached line. Different from he, the line for the needs a branch to be predicated of a noun (such as man). Informally, the can be translated as \(\lambda P\lambda Q \exists x[x{=}? \wedge Px \wedge Qx]\). Then “A man walks in the park. The man whistles” will have the following standard logical analysis: \(\exists x[\textit{man}\ x \wedge \textit{walks} \ \textit{in} \ \textit{the} \ \textit{park} \ x] \wedge \exists y[\textit{man}\ y \wedge \forall x[\textit{man}\ x \wedge \ \textit{walks} \ \textit{in} \ \textit{the} \ \textit{park} \ x \rightarrow x{=}y] \wedge \ \textit{whistles} \ y].\) So, the Russellian semantics of the is also derived. Pronouns and definite articles are closely related in interpretation, with one syntactic difference. This conclusion is independently arrived with that of Elbourne ’s (2005) NP deletion account, but we are uncertain on whether pronouns are assimilated into definite articles or definite articles are assimilated into pronouns or there is no such assimilation.
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